
  Kerr  Scott  Elwald

All the above have the symbol of the stag. It is felt that previous to the 
adoption of the surnames Ker, Scot, and Elwald (Elfwald) that these were 
considered as on family of the stag, likely;









It is felt the Kerr are the more closely related to my line.
The Elwald, Armstrong (Wake), are noted to be Anglo-Saxon, and the Kerr 
Danish. Armstrong, and Elwald are known to be Anglo-Danish. It should be 
noted for the Armstrong, the symbol is a strong arm.



The Elwald where sometimes referred to Elwand. On the shield one can see an elwand/ellwand, a 
Scottish Standard, like the IS/SI meter/metre bar. This is a symbol for one who also lays out land and 
would be called an ellot (Ellot), today a surveyor. One who is govern by measurement.

Gilbert of Horseliehill, became Gilbert of Stobs, and now the family is of Redheugh.
Finding that my family is of the William of Horseliehill/Larriston 
line, which branches into the, Gilbert of Horseliehill/Redheugh line.

Note; William first married E. Kerr, and Gavin of Ballillie and Stobs married widdow of Robt 15th Jean Scott, of Buccleach.



William of Horseleyhill, is the 5th Laird died 1580, brother german 

(half), to Andrew (Danie) Ellot of my line, Gavin Ellot of 
Horsleyhill, the father, was killed in support of Walter Scot of 
Hassindeen;









Hope map will help people find locations. Note; Douglas of Cruick, 
which are in defense of the Horseleyhill Ellot in court, is likely of 
the same family as Douglas of Cavers, which are connected to the 
old Archibald Douglas family of Kirkandrews, on land of the Wake 
family of Cottingham, East Riding, Yorkshire, taken from them at 
the time of Robert de Bruce.



Distribution;

        Elliot      Ellwood Armstrong
One can see the Ellwood numbers are low in Scotland, and the Armstrong, and Elliot are basically 
distributed in Old Northumbria.

It should be noted that the number of Elliot/Ellwood are down compared to the other families; 
Armstrong, Scott and Kerr.



Scott                 Kerr/Carr
It seems that the families of Elliot, Armstrong, Scott, and Carr are basically 
Northumbria families by their distribution in 1891. The Kerr is 
predominately a Scottish name, and the Carr is predominately an English 
name, where Elliot is predominately a Northumbria name.

It is felt that the Scott, Kerr, Armstrong and Elwald (Ellot/Elliot) most likely 
have similar migration pattern. It is said by the Fair Bear, York is close to the 
place of origins of Elwald and Armstrong, and Kerr family has indicated as 
similar origin of location. 



William (Gawenis Will), which kind of guided the family of Horsleyhill was first 
married to and Elizabeth Kerr, then an Elizabeth Douglas.





Gib (Gilbert), likely the stepson of Gavin of Stobs, and Dandie Ellot a likely 
grand nephew of Gavin of Stobs, who became Daniel Elliot of Tullykelter, 
Fermanagh, Ulster, with help of the Hamilton family, which was married to 
Robert 16th, Gilbert's brother.

Though it is felt that William Ellot is the half brother of Gavin Ellot of Stobs 
which is the stepfather to Gilbert.



William Ellot and Gavin are of Horsleyhill, with Gavin of Horsleyhill, 
Baillillie (from baillie (bailiff)) the stepfather of Gilbert, noted by the 
different shield of to different lines.

    Horseleyhill/Redheugh                                                Horseleyhill/Larriston

The Dan Line is brother to Gavin of Stobs, and the Gib Line is a 
stepson, through marriage to a daughter of Buccleuch (Buck).
Both lines share names Archibald (a Douglas name), Gavin, 
Robert, and William, where William then later Robert are the 
most important names to both families.

With assistance of the Hamiltons, (in-laws) to Gilbert the Dan Line 



moved onto Ulster, at the time of the Union.

Buccleach was the judge when so many of the Dan Line were 'Fylit-
Decollat' (decapitated), around 1564.

The some of the land which the Gilbert Ellot likely acquired, was 
likely the land which the Ellot, acquired by supporting a branch of 
the Scot family during The Slaughter of David Scot of Hassendeen. 

Mark Elliott                                                               9/30/2013


